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The documentary reconstruction of the biography of the disappeared Czech ceramist 
Jarmila B. is built especially around the author‘s deliberate retreat, which was a significant 
gesture confirming her attitudes towards art.

Jarmila B. has been the author of relatively conventional realizations of spa interiors since 
the late 1960s, but her parallel work in sketches and writings gives insight into a totally 
different kind of practice with overlapping into performative or conceptual planes. Close 
friends speaks of the missing author; while the narrative is being accompanied by shots 
of preserved and dying spa architecture. On one of the projections you can watch the 
emergence of the musical component.

The project is playing against the boundaries of reality and fiction. It was created with the 
contribution of several female artists.

For more information about collaborators see the following link:
http://artycok.tv/40079/bent-tiles

https://vimeo.com/189701087

Bent Tiles
2017
Synchronized 3-channel video projection, three Full HD videos, 0:22:22
/colour, sound/

Project was supported by Artyčok.TV and Arts and Theatre Institute 
in collaboration with Ministry of  Culture a ESAC in Český Krumlov.
Exhibition was realized at the TIC Gallery in Brno.
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Synchronized 3-channel video installation combines portraits of three men: Oliver 
the professional male escort, anonymous internet paranoid, and Eda the martial arts 
enthusiast.

The three videos alternate and intertwine in the gallery space, so that the visitor has 
the ability to always fully concentrate on one of them, while the others create a sound 
and picture background.

The portraits alternate in ten minute variants with a voice-over, which narrates and 
helps to interpret the images. For the rest of the footage – in reduced passages – 
they are accompanied only by a musical accompaniment where portraits are being 
pictured freely and associatively.

Doctors:  https://vimeo.com/229781637/726a8858aa
Correspondence:  https://vimeo.com/232141652/a0df9e65e1
Heroes:  https://vimeo.com/229779041/c06aabfce5

Running Report
2017
Video installation, three Full HD videos, 0:31:30 /colour, sound/

The installation was realized at the Entrance Gallery in Prague.





An experimental documentary portrait follows Eda, a laborer in a tire factory 
and a passionate martial artist and Chinese culture enthusiast. This amateur 
author of the so-called wuxia genre – short fantasy lyrics, including stories about 
kung-fu masters – is being asked to write a story about Chinese feminist and 
revolutionary Qiu Jin. The characteristics of the protagonist are plotted through 
his writing and confrontation with the historical figure.

The two-channel projection is synchronized and linked by a shared sound in 
the  installation. Double-sided canvas is intended for circumvention, with each 
side offering a different image composition.

https://vimeo.com/210081132
http://artycok.tv/39086/heroes

Heroes
2017
2-channel Full HD video, 0:23:30, /colour, sound/, 
two-sided wooden projection screen

Installation at the Jelení Gallery in Prague.





Two commissioned love letters, written by professional writers, are read and 
interpreted by a hired pair: a gigolo and an actress. Video is based on the 
motif of a love relationship reduced to purely formal aspects. The body of 
the letter‘s text, discussions about romantic strategies and a recitation of the 
text—activities occurring in front of the camera—are related to the professions 
of the participating parties. Their meeting takes place within a predetermined 
framework, which serves to formalize and alienate the content on multiple levels.

https://vimeo.com/189638895

Correspondence
2016
Full HD video, 0:06:53 /colour, sound/

Created for the exhibition Language, organized 
by Gallery Hraničář in Ústí nad Labem.



Dům 
2016

Video



The project revolves around the theme of a love affair. This becomes a pretext 
for determining current relationship protocols in general. The video‘s structure is 
wholly informed by dialogue. Dialogue is present in the work of both Bač íková 
and Rosenfeldová, using two subjective cameras, and intertwines as well with 
the editing style of film material. Metaphorical thematisation of functional outdoor 
textiles, which are supposed to represent products with perfect qualities, 
becomes an opportunity to suspend vagaries of the material world.

https://vimeo.com/189701087

Fading relationship
2016
Full HD video, 00:03:54 /colour, sound/

Video was created in collaboration with Lucie Rosenfeldová.
It is part of a larger project by the same name carried out 
with L. Rosenfeldová and M. Smutná.





This video is a contemporary reinterpretation of an obscure song by Czech pop singer 
Hana Zagorová from the early 1980s. In the lyrics to the wistful song “Sorry, I‘m sorry” is 
a metaphorical sketch of a house where a woman is indulged in luxury. According to the 
era when the song first appeared, the viewer perceives a lifestyle of comfort and well-
being. This perceived luxury, however, becomes a kind of a prison for the woman.

The project links two houses, symbolically representing local icons of modernist 
architecture. Villa Tugendhadt in Brno and Villa Müller in Prague relate by their years of 
construction (1928-1930). The updated text of the new version of the song shows subtle 
signs and fragments of feminist discourse and critique over functionalist architecture. 
Confusing cuts of footage of the interior and exterior of the villa in Brno and the other villa 
in Prague creates an illusion that it is one and the same building. A handheld camera 
copies the motion of the original music video filmed in 1980 at a TV studio. The main 
actor is completely missing from the frame, whereas “the house” is newly reconstructed.

https://vimeo.com/165689656

House 
2016
Full HD video, 0:04:14 /colour, sound/

In collaboration with Barbora Švehláková, for the exhibition 
cycle “Prague-Brno” at konText Gallery in Brno.





Image of a subject exposed to the pressure of competition with hints of institutional critique.

The central figure at an “open video call” is a young artist applying for a position in a film. 
In the outlined selection process, candidate  is to present his own unique scenographic 
design method based on his study of fungal tissue growth. The candidate attempts to 
confidently meet requirements and expectations, but the sovereignty of his attitude is 
distorted by smallish errors revealing uncertainty.

An initial clear line of self-presentation guided by the utilitarian desire to succeed 
gradually fades into an imaginative passage. A voiceover transitions into a story about 
an actual fantasy film, which is to be designed by the candidate. The video excerpts 
imagery from the highly ambitious (and most expensive film in Czech history) Last 
Children of Aporver, which has not been completed even after ten years.

https://vimeo.com/170489541/62b440b51a

Open Call
2016
Full HD video, 0:06:56 /colour, sound/

In collaboration with Lucie Rosenfeldová, part of an identically 
titled exhibition for UM Gallery at The Academy of Arts, Architecture 
and Design in Prague (with L. Rosenfeldová and M. Smutná).





The project “Doctors” can be interpreted as a documentary constructed from fragments, 
a self-portrait narrated in the fi rst person. The living testimony of an elderly man from Czech 
Republic is interwoven with conspiracies and paranoid delusions of persecution. The project is 
based on authentic material found on the web data storage Ulož.to. Dozens of records by this 
anonymous user were probably intended to serve as evidence of a general conspiracy involving 
the doctor mafi a and detective fi rms leading to the personal destruction of private citizens.

However, within low-res images we fi nd only moments of obsessive introspection, everyday 
scenes of searching and securing one‘s own apartment and/or bizarre strategies to outwit an 
invisible persecutor/stalker. The observed reality of this primary material is interpreted, based 
in part on longwinded names of video fi les uploaded to the Internet.

The material is enhanced by added components (e.g. voiceover, music) that seem deliberately 
secondary. Hence, authentic scenarios are audiovisually commented upon to encourage 
uncertainty as to whether the story is dramatized fact or fi ction.

https://vimeo.com/162816018/71554a59aa

Doctors
2016
Synchronized 3-channel video projection, 0:17:00 /colour, sound/

Installation at the Etc. Gallery in Prague:
Spatial structures—laminated paper, plastic; 3 PC Monitors 4:3.





A group of men in work clothes are fuelling a fi re; a light illuminates the night exterior around 
littered pieces of furniture and remnants of alcohol consumption; on a barn hangs paintings 
that feature subjects referring to current politics. Materials gathered from a northern border area 
are reduced to a photographic storyboard and subsequently interpreted by six contemporary 
writers and artists. Resultant texts adhere to the same sequence of images but offer different 
narratives. At the intersection of these visions are images showing the ability of current events 
to reveal in a given time and space an ineluctable shared paradigm. Multiplication of narrative is 
concomitantly suppressed by authors‘ control over the voiceover, which is the main determinant 
of the report mediated by audiovisuals.

This collaborative project was developed in cooperation with the authors of the texts:

S.d.Ch.    https://vimeo.com/161028370
Marie Lukáčová   https://vimeo.com/161025937
Anne -Claire Barriga   https://vimeo.com/160889820
Lenka Vítková    https://vimeo.com/150604139
Sára Vybíralová   https://vimeo.com/150107176
Roman Rops -Tůma   https://vimeo.com/172552836

Storyboard
2015
Six-channel video projection / 6 x Full HD video, color, sound; 
length videos, 0:08:22, 0:06:08, 0:05:35, 0:02:15, 0:03:20 
and 0:04:37 / poster

Installed at the gallery space Video NoD in Prague.





Audiovisual collage showing youthful defiance. A live recording shows an action 
by an elderly amateur artist who creates a spatial composition of “normalization” 
furniture wall unit that is cut into pieces. The artist creates a hierarchical 
arrangement of individual furniture parts that, he explains, is based on historical 
and contemporary value systems. Twisted notions of comfortable living are 
demonstrated with various parts of the furniture according to their potential 
function.

We learn that the motive behind this action relates to an offence, which the 
artist committed in his youth—a minor revolt against a canon of the specific 
period‘s prosperity. Documentation of his action is interspersed with mixed 
musical passages including snippets of songs linking his personal saga with 
Czech folk music.

https://vimeo.com/170492824

Reevaluation
2015
Full HD video, 0:07:46 /colour, sound/

At the 7th Zlín, “Salon of Young Artists,” Reevaluation was installed 
alongside the video Overcoming Out, which is loosely related.





The video Overcoming Out deals with the history of the famous political protest song “We Shall 
Overcome” and its Czech variant “Jednou budem dál” by the music group Spirituál kvintet. 

This video tries to point out differences between the original Afro-American spiritual, which later 
came to be known as a politically charged folk song, and its transposed local version.

It seeks to highlight changes in meanings that occur in the translation of the lyrics during 
the ‚70s and ‚80s in Czechoslovakia. The video chooses songs with a theme of defi ance 
and struggle for a better future. It alternately proves to be promising, vague and ominous.

Performative actions and recordings based on the motives of “Jednou budem dál” are layered 
in an experimental audiovisual remix, together with musical clips. Archival TV footage is analysed 
in collage-like compositions and instead of illustrating facts, it creates a peculiar imaginary 
superstructure. Key themes of songs by Spirituál kvintet are assembled into cacophonous 
loops. The documentary-style video is developed into a form of a free visual essay.

https://vimeo.com/129456796

Over coming Out
2015
Full HD video, 0:10:12 /colour, sound/

As part of the exhibition Moral Compromise at Gallery 
Luxfer in Česká Skalice, the video appeared within 
an installation—fragments of “normalization furniture 
wall unit” folded out into a circular constellation 
reminiscent of a folk campfire.





The short theatre drama was based on mutually agreed-upon parameters. 
Accordingly, the text critiques the functions of creative entities within the artistic field.

We gave a selected writer our own results of MBTI personality tests that 
are currently used for interviewing job candidates for personnel, corporate 
restructuring or coaching work.

Based on characteristics of the resulting typologies, a dialogue between two 
characters was created. The satirical play reflects on the precarious position of 
young female artists and critically reflects on our real situation.

The context of the contemporary Czech art scene isn‘t ignored in writer 
S.d.Ch‘s work. Distorting and abstracting psychological analysis of the text 
bounces back to us in amplified form. With such shuffled knowledge about 
ourselves, we demonstratively deal with it in public readings.

Etude Concerned with Human Interaction amid Stress
2015
A series of performative readings of a play in collaboration 
with Lucie Rosenfeldová and S.d.Ch.

Author of text “Alice in the Mirror”: S.d.Ch.
Poster Author: Jaroslav Tvrdoň

The premiere took place on March 27, 2015 
at the Prague gallery Etc.





A vase made by Olga Hudečková, today a virtually unknown ceramist from the 1970s, 
is transferred from a private collection to the Museum of Decorative Arts in Prague, 
where preparations for a reconstruction of the historic building are about to begin. 
The permanent exhibition of applied arts has already been closed. Collections are 
packed into boxes, and the building is being emptied. Archives are loaded into wooden 
crates and are awaiting their transport. Items from the collection are moved around after 
many years at their residence in the bowels of the museum.

Under these circumstances a turntablist is placing a vase on top of a turntable in the 
interior of the museum. The vase rotates in a circular motion that once enabled its creation 
in a ceramics workshop. Vinyl records from the years 1963–1990, including various 
recordings of Smetana‘s “My Country”, are used as a musical basis for improvisation 
with a ceramic object. The musician deconstructs the pathetic melody of “Vltava” and 
connects it with a play on the actual vase. Instead of nostalgically playing a known melody, 
a nervous audio fun-fare emerges from the circular tracks of plates/records.

https://vimeo.com/165698926

Dancing on the Ruins of a Museum
2015
Full HD video, 0:26:21 /colour, sound/

Video was created as part of the exhibition “Carpe Diem” 
at Fait Preview Gallery in Brno (with M. Smutná).





The project title “We Shall Overcome” refers to a song of the same name by 
the Czech music group Spirituál kvintet. The Czech version of the song is a 
free translation of the Negro spiritual “We Shall Overcome”, a protest song 
connected especially to the African-American human rights movement.

This song accompanied many major historical events of the previous century, 
and we can say that even today it functions as a symbol of emancipation and 
resistance. The song‘s promise of better times also creates a mirror for current 
uncertainties: Can we still believe that, one day, we shall overcome? And what 
kind of progress should it be? How can we imagine a future under pressure of 
our current disillusionment?

These public space performances focused primarily on different interpretations 
of “We Shall Overcome”, Czech folk songs and popular culture of the past two 
decades.

We Shall Overcome
2014
A series of participatory events in the subway
at the station “Palacký Square” in Prague.

In collaboration with Barbora Švehláková for 
the gallery Nika.





During the shooting of the video Talk & Twerk a lecturer of rhetorics and a dancer 
of twerk meet, in order to mutually learn from each other.

The distance between the two seemingly disparate art forms becomes surprisingly 
shorter during the joint training of speech and dance. Sexy twerking and mastered 
speech mutually intersect and support, rather than contradict each other.

Erotic dance makes the video appealing, the rhetorical part makes it easier to adjust 
one‘s perspective.

Staged rhetorical exercise leads to the examination of different opinions and views 
on the controversial reputation of twerking. Attempts to award the dance with some 
special political power through simple performative proclamations are absurd. With 
repeated proclamations and statements, even the quite unlikely gains strength and 
persuasiveness.

https://vimeo.com/171078549/5174ed4574

Talk & Twerk
2014
Full HD video, 0:35:58 /colour, sound/






